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It may be said that it is the spirit or a ghost. I did not see this ghost to 34, 5 years old at all, too. Because I have
forgotten which month I looked precisely in, in which year, I do not become clear, but. Anyway, anyone sees
and hears the story of the ghost from childhood and knows it. Thus a ghost thought of me that invisible, but
did not look at all anywhere. Thus I have thought whether a ghost existed. But there were the experiences of
the ghost plenty and thought that I would be true, but still has not really watched it.
And I have become 34, 5 years old, too. I sent every day I was up in the morning at 3:00, and to leave for the
newspaper store on a motorcycle at that time because I did a paper round. I watched books of the ghost
photography in the private life.
I left for the store on a motorcycle as always at pitch-black time on the break of day at 3:00 even if I said a
certain morning. I was when I ran on the small way with many houses of the residential area until I appeared
in the national highway when I came to a certain corner. It was winter in a season. However, the person like
the young woman of the something foreigner stood with the white thin clothes of the half sleeve. I thought that
I appeared at last. It is not a feeling such as the body for some feeling that seems to be transparent. The woman
moved  a little. It was a mysterious feeling. But I passed there without I stopped because I went for work, and
going.
I watch a ghost, and there is the mad person, too. When I did not watch a lot of ghost photography, it might
become strange. The feeling that is not a thing of the world seems to become surely crazy.
Then, a few days later, a small child came out of the house which there was when I went to the work on a
motorcycle in the same way before the daybreak many. I thought whether it is a wake, but think that a child is
up at midnight past 3:00, and even a wake thinks whether you will come out outside a house when I think later
that that was the spirit.
Then I walked the kimono in the middle of a paper round this time in a few minutes from the other side when
I came near a house in the time when it did not yet dawn to glide in the ground when the old woman who
came did soot soot. And I went into the house turned to the right at. In there, there was not one entrance in all
wall when I looked at the place where the woman went into when she went along there later. It will be
certainly a ghost.
This three is the break of day both. I think that I say the spirit, or possibly the ghost may not come out to the
bright place.
By the way, I am said to be connected with a ghost about the moisture. For example, as for the seat which I sat
down on, there is a wet talk when a taxi driver picks up a woman and noticed it though I disappeared later. I
felt anything entered the room incidentally at the night that there was when I put water in a thing, the container
that the moisture including the houseplant became higher in a room in an apartment of Machida-shi, Tokyo
and put it. I lay on the futon, but felt like it was used to hold the both hands suddenly. But I saw nothing then.
The both hands that the someone would leave soon became free. Thus I never had such a thing when I thought
whether I was connected with moisture and threw away water.



In the outside, it rains now when I write this. It was rainy all day yesterday. It may be that the spirit, the ghost
like moisture to want to write such a story, a true story at such time.
The first true story is a story in Sawara-ku if I write Fukuoka-shi, Fukuoka more. I did not really watch a
ghost till then. I was able to see nothing even if I went to the Kegon Falls and felt nothing. I was not seized
with impulse of the suicide either.
I came to watch the figure of the person thought to be the divine spirit at a front shrine when I went to the
Shinto shrines, but it was afterwards after having looked for the first time without watching a divine spirit
because I did not go to the Shinto shrine recently either.
In addition, I decide to write it if there is an opportunity.


